
 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  

                                               

PRODUCT 
PORTFOLIO 

 



 

 
In search Of Excellence by Godet  

 
- 1588 - 

Bonaventure Godet of Dutch origin started a trading business of Eaux de Vie in 
La Rochelle and Marennes. 

 
-1600 - 

Gédeon Premier was given the royal gift of wearing a sword during  
Henry IV passage in La Rochelle. 

 
- 1685 - 

Gedeon the Second left for England to establish and develop his barrel business. 
 

- 1650/1780 - 
The Godet family immersed in the production of Eaux de Vie and the shipment 

abroad in barrels. In 1699 Jean Godet was given his royal warrant. 
 

- 1782 - 
Philippe began bottling his Eaux de Vie under his own label under GODET 

trademark. 
 

- 1816 - 
August Premier the son of Philippe increases the sales of bottles eau de vie and 
begins to use the famous little 5cl he had brought from Holland, which he calls 

« the little Godet ». This was quite different from the French method of drinking 
from tin cup. This was a major commercial success and the family name became 

synonymous with « drinking a little Godet’ shot ». 



 

 
- 1838 - 

August Premier refines his method of distilling a dry Eau de Vie which is better 
for the digestion. This is called « Gastronome ».  

Today its formula is a closely guarded secret. 
 

 
- 1883 - 

Louis and Paul, the sons of August the Second took over the Godet House. Paul 
was in charge of Cognac Godet and kept the link to the cognac business.  

During this period the vineyards owned by the brothers were :  
Grace Dieu, Le Clavier, Domaine du Fiel and Les Chabosses. 

 
- 1919 - 

Jean, an artillery officer during the First World War came into the business and 
was sent by his father to America to establish a US and Canadian network.  

He remained there for 12 years. 
 

- 1986 - 
Jacques after being an active resistant during the Second World War, 

transferred the key of the Godet House to his eldest son, Jean-Jacques Godet. 
 

- 1990 - 
Jean Jacques Godet “Make way for Excellence” 

He re-built the market in US, explored Japan and Taiwan market  
and expanded the market in East Europe. 

 
 

- 2004 - 
The 14th generation gets into the business. 

Jean Edouard, the eldest one who is specialist in making the wine, strengthening 
the market in the entire Europe. 

Maxime, moved to Shanghai to develop the market in China. 
Cyril, the youngest one will be ready for the market in India next year. 

 





 

BRANDY HISTORY 
 

 
Brandy has its’ roots in the sea and more precisely in the port of La 

Rochelle. Indeed, sea merchants trading wine in the 17th century from the 

Saintonge Region to northern Europe discovered brandy. To protect the wine 

during the long trip to the far north, and save valuable cargo space, the wine was 

concentrated by distillation thus Brandwijn or burnt wine was created. 

 

The port of La Rochelle has played a major role in the cognac trade and 

from its docks has shipped barrels to the far side of the world. Its merchants 

have continued to develop the product and have made cognac what it is today. 

La Rochelle is the original homeport of cognac and it is there that the Godet 

family settled 400 years ago. After 14 generations since the discovery of cognac, 

the Godet family still has a passion for cognac, and today still lives and work in 

the same place where their ancestors founded the business. 

 

Just as La Rochelle is the sea capital of cognac, so the Godet family 

continues this tradition by continuing to sail in many ocean events the world 

over. Connoisseurs from the four corners of the world appreciate their cognacs, 

and, many of these have won awards in worldwide competitions. In fact, the 

Godet cognacs have been designated as having exceptional quality and are well 

know as being “Cognac of remarkable character”. 

 

 





 

   
 

Products’ Uniqueness 
 

Godet products are not produced for mass consumption, but 
by delicate and high quality control. Every bottle of our 
product stands for Godet’s more than 220 years prestige. 

 
Followings are some awards record from worldwide wines 

and spirits competition. 
 

1990  Brussels    Excellence          Gold metal 
1995  Brussels   X.O.              Gold metal 
1997  Brussels   X.O.              Gold metal 
1998  Brussels   X.O.              Gold metal 
1998  Canada  Selection Special  Gold metal 
1999  London  Selection Special  Bronze metal 
2002  Brussels   X.O.           Gold metal 
2002  France  X.O.      Gold metal 
2003  France  VSOP      Gold metal 
2004  France  Red wine     Gold metal 

 
 

The consumer prices of our cognac in the market of Europe, 
US, Russia are higher than the same grade cognac of other 

brands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 

         Fine Champagne 

 

 

 Quality 

VSOP (Very Superior Old Pale), 
complex superior cognac 
Ranked Fine Champagne AOC 
 
Aging 
14 years in oak casks 
 
Blending 
Grande Champagne (more than 
50%) and Petite Champagne 
 
Tasting Note 
Dry and light, this cognac pleasantly  
helps the digestion. Its orange flowers,  
its  violet  and  iris  aromas  express a  
rare delicacy. 
It is an Eau-de-vie that is exceptional  
in  the  world  of  Cognac.  Augustin  
Godet created this efficient digestive  
in 1838  to  help  him  support  his  
business lunches. When sharing it  
with his friends, he demonstrated  
that a cognac can be both elegant,  
and beneficial. 
 
Distinction 
Bronze Medal of International 
Wine and Spirit – London 2000                                                                                                                                                  

 

Gastronome 



 

         Fine Champagne 

 

 

 Quality 
XO (Extra Old) 
Ranked Fine Champagne AOC 
 
Aging 
35 years in oak casks 
 
Blending 
Grande Champagne (more than 
50%), Petite Champagne 
 
Tasting Note 
A cognac of jasmin and violet 
notes, gives rise to power and 
complexity. Tasting it, honey,  
prune and old leather are woven  
in the mouth. It is a cognac of 
freshness and subtlety, enlivened 
with light rancio. 
 
Distinctions 
Golden Medal of Mondial 
Sélection –Brussels 2002 
Golden Medal of Mondial 
Sélection – Brussels 2000 
Golden Medal of Mondial 
Sélection – Brussels 1997 
Silver Medal of International 
Wine and Spirit – London 1997                                                                                                                                            

 

XO 



 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

                                                                                   

 

In March 2008, Jean-Jacques 
GODET, embarked on a sailing trip 
to Antarctica accompanied by 10 
crew members.They landed on the 
Antarctic continent, at 70 degrees 
south of the equator. Never has so a 
small yacht succeeded in docking at 
such a level. a record was broken. 
In honor of the accomplishment 
Cognac Godet has created a unique 
cognac inspired by the purity and 
beauty of Antarctica. It is a cognac 
that was once itself endangered. 
Created from the Folle Blanche, it is 
a vine that only narrowly survived 
extinction from the Phylloxera of 
1870. 

ANTARCTICA 

 
 

Icy Cognac – Folle Blanche 

Quality   Alcohol  
Icy Cognac  40% Vol. 
 
Aging 
7 years in oak casks. 
The color of the wood has been removed 
thanks to a natural filtration process. 
 
Blending  
100% Folle Blanche 
 
Tasting note  
Tender and voluptuous, delicate and elegant, 
this cognac is a freezing originality. 
 
How to Enjoy 
 Keep the bottle in your frizzer. Serve ice 
cold. 

AZIONTRADE SDN. BHD. 
6, Jalan Pandak Mayah 6, Kuah 07000 Langkawi, Kedah, Malaysia. 

T: 604-969 8288   F: 604-966 6619    E: info@aziontrade.com 



 

   

This Cognac is a masterpiece 
and a tribute to the opulent 
period which remembers the 
name of Renaissance. 
The cristal decanter has been 
mouth blown and hand 
painted with gold. 
This unique cognac is an elite 
potion for any epicure. 

Renaissance 
Grande Champagne 

Quality 
Grande Champagne – 1er cru 
– AOC 
 

Aging 
50 years in oak casks 
 

Blending 
100% Grande Champagne 
 

Tasting note 
Russian leather, alpin honey 
and barbarian figs. The 
tasting is exceptional, worthy 
of its old age and secrets 
surrounding it. 



 

 

 

                                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

Godet 
Trinity 

 

Trinity:  
This bottle 
is a mix of 3 
qualities: 
 
• XO 
 
• VSOP 
 
• VS 
 



 

   

 

 

    

                                                                   

 

                                                                                       

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Godet Porcelaine 
Anchor 

• Blending : 
Borderies, Fins 
Bois and Bons 
Bois. 

 
 
 
 
 

• Positioning : 15 
years old Cognac 
aged in wood 
barrel. 
 

• Tasting :  
Powerful 
and lightly 
wooden touch this 
Cognac tastes like 
leather and black 
berry fruit. 



 

   

               

                                                                                   

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                

 

Godet Napoleon 
Statue 

Quality 
Napoleon 
             
Aging 
15 years old Cognac 
aged in wood barrels. 
 
Blending 
Fins Bois, Borderies 
and Bons Bois 

Tasting Note 
Powerful anf lightly 
wooden 
touch this Cognac tastes 
like 
leather and black berry 
fruits. 



 

   

               

                                                                                         

                                                                                       

 
Godet Tour Eiffel 

 

• Blending : 
Borderies, Fins 
Bois & Bons 
Bois. 
 
• Positioning : 
VS 3 years old 
wood barrel 
ageing. 
 
• Tasting :  
light and young 
this Cognac 
tastes like vanilla 
and leather. 



 

   

               

                                                                                         

                                                                                                      

                                                                                           

                                                                                      

  

 

 

Origin 
Cognac Godet - La Rochelle - 
France 
 
Making 
Unique blend of Pear liquor with 
old cognac giving birth to a drink 
balancing the sweetness of the 
liqueur and the character and 
strength of the cognac. 
 
Tasting note 
 
At first, a golden colour 
announcing a unique richness, 
then a surprisingly fresh nose, 
opening on fruit mingled with 
delicate elder flower fragrant and 
to finish, a well rounded , 
mouthwatering palate, expressing the 
fine and youthful pear aromas 
evolving toward a sharp, fresh and 
expressive finish, characteristic of 
cognac. 
 
Service 
Versatile enough to be drunk as an 
after dinner on its own poured on 
crushed ice/rocks. It’s also a 
perfect cocktail base. 

Poire au cognac 



 

 
Champagne Maxime Godet 

Brut - « Premier Cru » 

 

 

 

Our champagnes are born in Verzy, in the prestigious area of 
Champagne called La Montagne de Reims. The domain of  
9 hectares has a vinification center, built to make a superior 
quality of champagne. 
 
The soil and particular savoir-faire of the estate rank this 
champagne as a Premier Cru. 
 
Origin 
France 
Champagne AOC 
Côte des blancs premier cru 
 
Color 
White 
 
Grapes 
80% pinot noir 
20% chardonnay 
 
Service 
Serve fresh : 44/46°F 
 
Tatsing note 
The pale golden colour, the finesse and vibrancy of  
the bubbles, gives this brut a shiny and delicate flavour.  
It is a champagne of the spirit, its aromas of fresh fruit  
giving it a tonic character. 
 
The palate is refreshed with apple, 
pineapple and fresh almond. 
It carries you away with its vivacity.  
 

 



 

  

 

 

                    

                                                                                                              

                                                                 

Appellation  
Puisseguin Saint Emilion AOC 
 
Vintages 
2002, 2003, 2004 
 
Blending 
90% Merlot 
5% Cabernet Sauvignon 
5% Cabernet Franc 
 
Aging 
18 months 
1/3in new french oak casks 
1/3 in old french oak casks 
1/3 in tank 
 
Tasting note 
Vigorous and fresh, an ending 
with the character of great and 
famous wine. A red fruit mouth 
with wood. 
 
Awards 
2005 Vintage : « Coup de coeur » 
and 2 Stars by Hachette Wine 
Guide 
2004 Vintage : 2 Stars by 
Hachette Wine Guide 

Château 
Haut-Laplagne 

 



adise®Pear
P O I R E  A U  C O G N A C

P E A R A D I S E
K I S S

1 drink
3 crussed ice
1 measure dry vermouth
1/2 measure gin
1/2 measure pearadise 
poire au cognac
1 marashino cherry (red)
1 long piece of lemon rind

P A R I S I E N

1 glas
crussed ice
1 measure brandy
1/2 measure calvados
1 measure freshly 
squezed lemonjuice
sugar cane syrup
1/2 measure pearadise 
poire au cognac
blackberry, raspberry, half a
slice of lemon and orange for 
decoration
leaf of mint

S H A N G H A I

1 drink
3 crussed icecubes
1 measure pearadise 
poire au cognac
1/2 measure Orange Curacao
1/4 measure Maraschino
2 stænk Angostura bitter
1 marashino cherry (red)
1 long piece of lemon rind

P E A R A D I S E
C I D E R  C U P

6 persons
lemon rind
orange slices
5 measure fino sherry
3 measure brandy
3 measure triple-sec
2 measure pearadise 
poire au cognac
cider
1 long piece of cucumber rind

T H E  S P I R I T  O F  
T H E  N E W  M I L L E N I U M

Bottle no. 
Batch no.   

H i s t o r y
The recipe for “PEARADISE” POIRE AU
COGNAC has it’s origins in the french
town of La Rochelle, home to the
esteemed family firm of Godet Freres
founded in 1782.

Since it’s foundation the Godet family
has closely guarded the secret recipe of
their POIRE AU COGNAC, which initially
was produced strictly for the family’s own
use.

T h e  s p i r i t  o f  t h e
n e w  m i l l e n i u m
At the edge of the 21’st century the pre-
sident of Godet Freres S.A. Mr. Jean –
Jacques Godet has decided to introduce
this classic liqueur onto the international
markets, in a joint venture with brand
owners Global Distillers. “PEARADISE”
POIRE AU COGNAC will be marketed as
the drink of the new millenium, with a
striking new and elegant packaging.

Now, as then “Pearadise” comes to you
as natural it’s ingredients consisting of
mature selected dried pears blended
with old reserve cognac, a secret mix of
herbs and high grade sugar, distilled and
bottled in small – batches, just as when
the recipe was concieved in 1782.

E x c e l l e n c e  i n
q u a l i t y
“PEARADISE” POIRE AU COGNAC is a
unique spirit with it’s brilliant gold brown
hue, it’s intense and seductive aroma of
mature pears and fine cognac.
The taste is sensational with layers of
complex pear nuances culminating with
an elegant creamy texture in the finish.















PRESS RELEASE

34, Quai Louis Durand - BP 41- 17000 La Rochelle

Tel : 05 46 41 10 66 – Fax : 05 46 50 59 90

Website : www.cognacgodet.com



Cognac Godet, the art of difference…

A quality concept:
• Meticulous blendMeticulous blendMeticulous blendMeticulous blend based on “Grande Champagne” selection

• Light woodenLight woodenLight woodenLight wooden Cognacs with flower flower flower flower aromas

• SmootherSmootherSmootherSmoother cognacs and low acidity

• Ageing  process in small oak barrelssmall oak barrelssmall oak barrelssmall oak barrels

• Over ageing processOver ageing processOver ageing processOver ageing process compare to legal market regulation

The respect of traditions:
• Family companyFamily companyFamily companyFamily company free of any group commitment since 1782

• Family company tied to Cognac historyCognac historyCognac historyCognac history

• AuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticity and know how for blending and production

• HumanHumanHumanHuman scale company

• Steady work on quality quality quality quality products

The will to innovate:
• Own and different packagingpackagingpackagingpackaging

• New productsNew productsNew productsNew products creation (Cognac « Folle Blanche » , Tea Liquor, 

Pear and Cognac …)

• Adaptability to market developmentmarket developmentmarket developmentmarket development and fashions

Our own designation:
• « Cuvée Jean Godet VS de Luxe », « la Borderie » Our rootsrootsrootsroots

• « Sélection Spéciale, 10 years old », reflection of authenticityauthenticityauthenticityauthenticity

• « Gastronome 21st century», for epicuriansepicuriansepicuriansepicurians and good food 

lovers

• « Excellence », Referring to the relationship of this cognac and 

cigarcigarcigarcigar

• « Renaissance », 150th anniversary150th anniversary150th anniversary150th anniversary of Godet company

• « Folle Blanche », back to original Cognacoriginal Cognacoriginal Cognacoriginal Cognac roots



Between tradition and  diversification

By maintaining his position on ““““oldoldoldold”””” standard standard standard standard 

marketsmarketsmarketsmarkets and turning towards emerging countriesemerging countriesemerging countriesemerging countries, Jean-

Jacques Godet has been able to protect his cognac from the 

big cognac companies’ greed.

Cognac Godet distinguishes itself from big groups by 

working on niche marketsniche marketsniche marketsniche markets and developing flavours of the 

old days.

Today, Jean-Jacques Godethimself travels all around the all around the all around the all around the 

worldworldworldworld to find new marketsnew marketsnew marketsnew markets and spends the rest of the year 

improving his cognacimproving his cognacimproving his cognacimproving his cognac.



Jean-Jacques Godet is an 

energetic visionaryvisionaryvisionaryvisionary. He 

asserts that future is linked 

to diversification: ““““Within Within Within Within 

ten years, our company must ten years, our company must ten years, our company must ten years, our company must 

and should be able to and should be able to and should be able to and should be able to 

propose a very large range propose a very large range propose a very large range propose a very large range 

of products to meet of products to meet of products to meet of products to meet 

customerscustomerscustomerscustomers’’’’ demanddemanddemanddemand”””” he says. 

That is the reason 

why, Cognac Godet has 

recently bought a ten-hect

are-vineyard in the 

Saint Saint Saint Saint EmilionEmilionEmilionEmilion region (Château Haut Laplagne) in order to 

make a very good quality winevery good quality winevery good quality winevery good quality wine, aged in oak casks (only 50 000 

bottles). “We do not want to supply mass distribution 

networks”, explains Jean-Jacques Godet.

The Godet family has 

always favoured strong 

relationships with wine 

producers which guaranty a 

good supply of quality brandies 

(eaux de vie).

1998: Sales in the Far East 1998: Sales in the Far East 1998: Sales in the Far East 1998: Sales in the Far East 

collapsed,collapsed,collapsed,collapsed,

Cognac Godet kept goingCognac Godet kept goingCognac Godet kept goingCognac Godet kept going

While big companies were facing 

problems because of the Stock 

Exchange clash, Cognac Godet 

turned towards emerging 

Eastern European countries 

which pushed the company to 

the leading position in Hungary, 

Bulgaria and Poland.



Cognac Godet,  a long family tradition

““““The water of immortality that extends life, dispels bad The water of immortality that extends life, dispels bad The water of immortality that extends life, dispels bad The water of immortality that extends life, dispels bad 

moods, cheers hearts and keeps people youngmoods, cheers hearts and keeps people youngmoods, cheers hearts and keeps people youngmoods, cheers hearts and keeps people young””””

IN 1550, Bonaventure GODET founded the company.

He was a Dutch merchant, set up in La Rochelle area to 

export salt and wines. At that time, Holland was the first 

importer of white wines. Dutch people burned the wine until 

having a liquid easy to transport. It was brandy wine, then 

brandy and then cognac after the phylloxera. Anyhow the 

Cognac history was on its way and so was the GODET family.

IN 1730, Augustin GODET

was recognized by the 

French Court. He exported 

his barrels of distilled 

Wines to England and 

Holland courts. 

Augustin Godet

IN 1750, Gédéon GODET conquered England :

He left for England in order to extend his business. In 1782, 

the COGNAC GODET company was set up in La Rochelle.

IN 1838, Gédéon GODET Junior

invented the Gastronome:

The Gastronome comes from the 

blend of eight Grandes

Champagnes and is the outcome 

of three demands: Nobility of 

Fine Champagne, Concern for 

Age and Blends Perfection.

Gedeon Godet Junior



IN 1900, Louis and Paul GODET

kept on extending Cognac Godet.

From 1920 until 1970, President 

Jean GODET revived the American 

Dream.He lived for 12 years in the 

USA to conquer a leading position 

on the American market. Little by

little the company gained all the 

States markets, which was a good 

performance for a family business.

From 1970 until 1984, President Jacques GODET.

He carried on expanding Cognac Godet business while 

preparing the future and sticking to the rapid changes in 

modern society. « The future has a history », he used to say.

« Have a small Have a small Have a small Have a small 

GodetGodetGodetGodet »

Just like Frigidaire or 

Parmentier, the 

“Godet” name has 

become part of 

everyday language. 

First introduced in the 

French language in 

the XVII th century, 

this word comes from 

Holland and means 

“small tasting glass”

(as per Le Petit 

Robert, the French 

dictionary). In order 

to launch his burnt 

wine, Augustin Godet 

did not hesitate to use 

this small glass as did 

his ancestors to drink 

gentian.



Since 1984, COGNAC GODET has been managed by Jean-

Jacques GODET, today’s president and the direct 

descendant of Bonaventure GODET.

Thanks to him, the GODET business has known how to adapt 

to the situation: new blends are developed and presented in 

original and avant-garde bottles.

Since 2004, the new generation is working in the company. 

The three sons of Jean-Jacques Godet are giving a new 

touch to the Cognac Godet and are representing it all over 

the world: Jean Edouard is running in New York, Maxime in 

Shanghaï, and Cyril in London.

Jean-Jacques Godet and his sons



The fruits of the know-how

CuvCuvCuvCuvééééeeee Jean GodetJean GodetJean GodetJean Godet

Blend of Fins Bois, Borderies and Bons Bois, 4 

Years Old. Powerful nose of fresh vanilla, Notes 

of old leather. 

SSSSéééélectionlectionlectionlection SpSpSpSpéééécialecialecialeciale

Blend of 10 years old Petite Champagne,Borderies

and Fins Bois, 10 Years Old.This cognac is mellow 

and slightly woody with a touch of hazelnut, 

stewed peaches and red fruits. It has a good 

persistence in the glass.

Gastronome 21st CenturyGastronome 21st CenturyGastronome 21st CenturyGastronome 21st Century

Blend of Grande and Petite Champagne,14 Years 

Old. This very complex cognac is one of the oldest 

recipes of the Godet company. 

ExcellenceExcellenceExcellenceExcellence

Blend of more than 25 years old Grande 

Champagne, Borderies and Petite Champagne. This 

cognac is well balanced and mellow with a 

backtasting of truffles. It smells walnut and 

cherries. 

X.O.X.O.X.O.X.O.

Blend of more than 30 years old Grande and Petite 

Champagne.

RenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissance

more than 50 years old. 100% GrandeChampagne.



RRRRééééserves de la Familleserves de la Familleserves de la Familleserves de la Famille
Grande Champagne d’Ambleville

Unblended eau-de-vies issued from the best Grande 

Champagne growth. harmonious combining tanins, 

floral smells and vanilla, spices taste.

Vieilles Borderies

Unblended eaux-de-vies issued from Borderies one

of the most typical growth of Cognac. typical 

taste of Borderies. violet, dried fig.

Grande Champagne Extra Vieille

The most exceptional brandy of Grande 

Champagne grown by 7 generations of the 

Godet family. Smell of violet and vanilla. Good

persistence in the mouth. Powerful brandies 

aged over 50 years.

FolleFolleFolleFolle BlancheBlancheBlancheBlanche
Epicure

10 years in oak casks. Severe selection of Folle
Blanche cognacs only. Tender and voluptuous, 
delicate and elegant, this cognac delightfully 
illustrates the original flavour of cognac, as the 
kings of France used to like it.

1989

Very rare. Pear and walnuts excite a nose that 

flows naturally into a honeyed palate. Magnolia 

and maple leaf add a deep and seductive quality to 

this unique vintage.

Vintage CognacsVintage CognacsVintage CognacsVintage Cognacs

From 1900 to 1985. On demand.



Fancies Fancies Fancies Fancies 

Napoleon Statue

This15 years old Cognac aged in

wood barrels is an inspired blend ofFins Bois, 

Borderies and Bons Bois. Powerful and lightly 

wooden touch,  it tastes like leather and black 

berry fruits.

Porcelaine Anchors

Porcelaine Anchors from the famous 

production area of Limoges. Very good 15 years 

old blend of Borderies, Fins Bois et Bons Bois. 

Complex and lightly wooden touch, colored 

with a fruity taste.

Godet Wood Barrel

Between VSOP and Napoleon, this 15 years old 

cognac is a very tasty blend of Borderies, 

Petite Champagne and Fins Bois. It is lightened 

by peppermint, leather and berry fruit tastes.

Eiffel Tower

A 4 years old VS of Borderies, Fins Bois and 

Bons Bois. Light and young, this cognac tastes 

like vanilla and leather.



Some of Cognac Godet Medals

ExcellenceExcellenceExcellenceExcellence

Golden Medal of International Wine and Spirit, catégorie XO –

London 2000

Silver Medal of International Wine and Spirit – London 1995

(Choosen by the queen Elizabeth -England- for the Jubilee)

XOXOXOXO

Golden Medal of Monde Sélection –Brussels 2002

Golden Medal of Monde Sélection – Brussels 2000

Golden Medal of Monde Sélection – Brussels 1997

SSSSéééélectionlectionlectionlection SpSpSpSpéééécialecialecialeciale

Golden Medal of Poznam International Fair Ltd- Poland

2000

Golden Medal of Intervins – Canada 1999

Bronze Medal of International Wine and Spirit – London

1999

RRRRééééservesservesservesserves de la de la de la de la FamilleFamilleFamilleFamille

Golden Medal of Monde selection – Bruxels 1998 

Bronze Medal of International Wine  and Spirit – London 1999

CuvCuvCuvCuvééééeeee Jean GodetJean GodetJean GodetJean Godet

Golden Medal of Intervins – Canada 1999

Gastronome Gastronome Gastronome Gastronome 

Bronze Medal of International Wine and Spirit – London 2000


